Confirming the Green Deal as Europe’s growth and security engine, providing much needed clarity and stability to industries and citizens.

The undersigned stakeholders (companies, associations, local entities, NGOs and others) ask EU leaders to confirm the Green Deal as the foundation for a competitive, secure, modern and efficient Europe during the next EU mandate.

The Green Deal has set the EU on a path to sustainable growth, and has proven to be robust and convincing in challenging times. The continuing Russian aggression in Ukraine, the resulting fossil fuel crisis, as well as the increasingly dire impacts from climate change in Europe, have confirmed the Green Deal as essential to the EU’s security, competitiveness, and social welfare objectives.

The fossil fuel crisis catapulted Europe into a new paradigm. The energy trilemma of sustainability, affordability, and security of supply now clearly points in one direction: delivering and completing the Green Deal – replacing fossil fuels and shifting to a sustainable, circular and just economy – is essential to all of Europe’s strategic objectives.

According to the IEA\(^1\), EU electricity consumers saved an estimated EUR 100 billion during 2021-2023 thanks to an acceleration in renewables and electrification. And the world’s clean technology value chains will be worth over €600 billion by 2030\(^2\). No action on climate change, on the other hand, could lead to a 10% loss in global GDP by mid-century\(^3\).

The EU Green Deal is the best strategy for securing Europe’s prosperity and competitiveness, providing badly-needed coherence and regulatory stability to Europe’s businesses and citizens. The undersigned companies and stakeholders, therefore, ask EU leaders to:

1. Confirm the EU Green Deal as a top priority in the next EU Strategic Agenda, and complement it with a Clean Industrial Deal that is in line with the Green Deal objectives
2. Align all EU financial instruments with the Green Deal objectives for 2030 and beyond, including establishing a new Clean Industrial Deal Investment Plan as part of the next EU budget; supporting cities and regions in the transition;
3. Appoint an Executive Vice-President for both the Green and Industrial Deals to ensure both competitiveness and decarbonisation objectives are met in the most efficient way.

We call on EU leaders to use the next 5 years of their mandate to act on its Green Deal commitments. We have 20 seasons to take our fate in hand and advance towards a competitive, secure and democratic Europe. Let’s not gamble on our future, let’s build it!

---

\(^1\) IEA (2023), Renewable Energy Market Update, June report; \(^2\) IEA (2023), Energy Technology Perspectives 2023; \(^3\) IIASA (2024), What are the economic costs of climate inaction
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Industry

- ABO Wind
- Accent
- Aedes Group Engineering
- Aegean Sails SCE
- Aevy
- AirShaper
- Akuo
- Alive Loop Thailand
- ALLRIM
- Altaroad
- Altereo
- Alternus Clean Energy
- Amazon
- Apollo Bay SAS
- Aquablu
- Aquae Generator SL
- Aquatic Science
- Aquila Clean Energy
- ARKOLIA
- Artha Consulting
- ASTRIS
- Astrea Energy
- Astronergy
- ATEMPO
- Audit & Power Solutions srl
- Autarq GmbH
- Avatar Mobilité
- BayWa re
- Beem
- BÉKILLE
- BELECTRIC GmbH
- Better Energy
- biaNergy -electricity on air-
- Bin-e
- Blixt Tech AB
- blu marine service
- BLUENERGY SRL
- Brite Hellas S.A.
- Buona Energia Srl
- CARBIO
- carbon closet
- Carbon Collect
- Carbontribe Labs OÜ
- CGNEE
- Changers.com
- CheckWatt AB
- Chemia-ep Srl
- CIEL ET TERRE INTERNATIONAL
- CIP
- CIRCE Biotechnologie GmbH
- CircularPlace
- Citizen Capital
- Clean Energy Associates, LLC
- Cleantech Terra GmbH
- Clever Solar Devices
- CLIMATOPOLIS
- CMX-Consulting Ingénierie de Défense
- Conseal Energia srl
- Contargo GmbH & Co. KG
- CONVOI Multiutility Italia srl
- Cool Roof
- Coveme
- CRYMIROTECH
- CSP Services GmbH
- CVE - Changing visions of energy
- Cythelia Energy
- D-ICE
- DABBEL AI
- daphni
- De Vries Impuls Management
- Dedalo AI
- Demet'air
- Desert Technologies
- DRACULA Technologies
- Dryad Networks GmbH
- E.ON SE
- easyJet
- EB Energy Management
- Eco Green Shower
- ECO NEVES
- ECOCEAN
- ECOLOO Group
- Ecotree
- EDF
- EDP
- EFS
- Electra
- Electron Green
- Elemental Water Makers B.V.
- Eliq
- ELZEARD
- EnBW Energie Baden-Württemberg AG
- Enel Green Power
- Ener Globo Srl
- Ener2Crowd SB srl
- EnergeticaStore
- Energy Intelligence
- EnergyTag
- ENERSON Ltd.
- Enertec d.o.o.
- Enery Element
- ENGIE
- EngUp Engineering Srl
- enjoyelec Tech Ltd.
- enolcon GmbH
- Enpal
- Enphase
- EQUA srl
- ETB Global B.V.
- Ether Energy SA
- Ethikis - label LONGTIME®
- European Energy
- Eurostar
- EVDELION
- Evergy Engineering GmbH
- FENECON GmbH
- Flocus BV
- Fluence Energy
- FM Logistic
- focusEnergie GmbH & Co. KG
- FoodPrint
- Fortum
- Fototherm Srl
- FOTOVOLTAICI.INFO srls
- FRATELLI BRAVI
- FREEN
- Fronius International GmbH
- FuturaSun
- GENERMA SRL A SOCIO UNICO
- Genevos
- GHIVA Progettazione CAD
- Glint Solar
- goodbag
- Green energy Service Srl SB
- Green Gold Srl
- Green Team International srl
- GREEN WINDOW
- Greendur
- GreenIron H2 AB
- Greenshield
- greentech
- Greenvolt Group
- GREENYELLOW
- GSE Integration
- GSW Gold Solar Wind Management GmbH
- GuaTecs SAS
- GXP ENERGY
- H2air
- HEC Global
- Hec Solar
- Heliatek GmbH
- Helioire®
- Hello Tomorrow
- Higeco More srl
- HIPLI
- Holaluz
- Honext
- Hoymiles
- Huawei
- HWQ CONCEPT
- Hydraloop
- Hydrelis
- Hydrogen Advisors
- Hylight
- IBC Solar
- Iberdrola
- Ibernordic Italia
- IKEA
- Ilavska Vuillermoz Capital
- Impresa Circolare
- IN-BETWEEN-INTERNATIONAL
- INERGYS
- Ingeteam Srl
- INNOSEA
- Innovar Solar GmbH
- Inuk
- INYUS
- IPVF - Institut Photovoltaïque d'Île-de-France
- Is CLEAN AIR S.r.l. Società Benefit
- ISL Ingénierie
- ISOLIF
- ISTYA
- Ja Solar
- JUUNOO
- K2 Systems GmbH
- KEYOU GmbH
- Klima-Taler.com
- Knauf Insulation
- KSI Solar
- Kumulus Water
- landlele
- Leitner Energy Srl
- Lesolco GmbH
- LevelTen Energy
- LEXIATEAM SOCIÉTÉ D'AVOCATS
- LIFEPOWR
- Lightsource bp
- Likewatt
- Lixo
- LKD POWER
- LumenWatt
- LUMI'IN
- M10 Solar Equipment GmbH
- Maersk
- MAGMENT GmbH
- MAKropa Ltd. / WLC
- MClimate
- Meijer &Co
- Meva Energy
- Meyer Burger Technology AG
- MGH Energy
- Milence
- Miljoskarm ApS
- MMR Projekt GmbH
- Moeller Operating Engineering GmbH
- Moja elektrarna Ltd.
- Molabo
- mquadrat solar GmbH
- MyEasyFarm
- nature2need biomaterials
- nature2world
- Next Sense
- NextEnergy Group
- NexWafe GmbH
- Nova Innova
- NoviOcean by Novige AB
- NUMTECH
- OGHJI
- Open Airlines
- Orange Bird Agency
- OrgaNeo
- Orsted
- ostermeier H2ydrogen Solutions GmbH
- Over Easy Solar AS
- OX2 AB
- pack-it-eco
- Paneco Ambiente Srl
- Parametric Design srl
- PHOENIX AI
- Planet A
- Planet srl
- PlanetCare
- POLLUSTOCK
- Proteome
- puregreen GmbH
- PV CYCLE
- PV DATA SRL
- PV2+ GmbH
- REC Group
- RECOM Technologies
- Relieved Technologies - z.trusion®
- ReMoni
- Renergy
- RENERIT
- Renewable Energy Insurance Broker
- Renfic
- RESIT
- Riverse
- Roofit.Solar
- RP Global
- Saint-Gobain
- SAS QUADRILATER
- SCC SRL
- Schletter
- Schneider Electric
- SEAWARDS
- Sempack France
- Sensoneo
- SETA Progetti soc. coop.
- SHAYP
- Shift4Good
- Signify
- Simplifhy SB Srl
- SistemiFotovoltaici.com srl
- Skysun
- SMA Solar Technology AG
- Smart Airport Systems
- Smart Energies
- Smart Energy Solutions OOD
- Smart Solar EU
- Smart Solar Technologies
- smartEn
- Smartenergy
- SmartHelio
- So Watt
- Solable / LaVie
- Solar IT Energie
- SOLAR MATERIALS GmbH
- SolarDuck
- SolarEdge Technologies
- Solarge
- SOLARWATT GmbH
- SOLATOM CSP SL
- Solnet Group
- SOLTECO, S.L.
- Solterre Agroenergie
- Soluwa GmbH
- SOLUX SRL
- Sonnedix
- Sonnen
- Sonnenkaufhaus GmbH
- Spherity GmbH
- Spirit Design - Innovation and Brand GmbH
- Statkraft
- Stadtwerke München
- StockPro
- Strombauer GmbH
- Sunfire
- Sunified Group BV
- SUNENERGY GROUP SPA
- SunOleo
- Sunotec EOOD
- Sunrock Investment B.V.
- Sunstain Tech Services
- SUNTI
- Sunvolt ESS Solutions
- T.Werk GmbH
- tabtool GmbH
- Tapió
- Tech4Gaia
- TecnologiaPulita
- TecSense GmbH
- TECSOL
- TEQOYA
- Tere Group Lux S.A.
- The Predictive Company
- Too Good To Go
- TOWT
- Trina Solar GmbH
- Trio
- TrusTrace
- TRYON
- UBC SRL
- Uber
- Unilever
- Unisphere
- Upcyclea
- Urban Radar
● URBAN SOLAR ENERGY
● VALOREM SAS
● Vattenfall
● VERBUND AG
● VERTUO
● Vianova
● VIRIDIS ENERGIA SPA
● VoltH2
● Von Ardenne
● Wacker
● Wacker Qualitätssicherung GmbH
● WAOUUP
● WaterShed Monitoring Europe
● Wavepiston
● WeCo
● Western CO. Srl
● Weturn
● Wheelskeep
● Wiener Stadtwerke GmbH
● Wind Fisher
● WIP Renewable Energies
● WWS Wartung & Service GmbH
● X-WIN SRL

Industry Association (EU, national or regional)

● ACI EUROPE (Airports Council International EUROPE)
● APPA Renovables
● APREN
● APSTE - Association for Production, Storage and Trading of Electricity
● Association APPER
● Association of Austrian Electricity Companies
● Association of Energy Market Innovators (bne / Bundesverband Neue Energiewirtschaft e.V.)
● AVERE
● BDEW Bundesverband der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft e.V.
● Belgian Offshore Platform
● Bioenergy Europe
● Bulgarian Photovoltaic Association
● CEOs FOR FUTURE
● Czech Solar Association
● Efficient Buildings Europe
● EHPA
● EREF
● ESTELA
● Eurelectric
● EURIMA - European Insulation Manufacturers Association
● Euroheat & Power
- European Alliance to Save Energy
- European Association for Storage of Energy (EASE)
- European Clean Trucking Alliance
- European Geothermal Energy Council
- European Heat Pump Association
- EuropeOn
- French geothermal association
- GCP Europe
- Global Renewables Alliance
- Green Power Denmark
- Holland Solar
- Hydrogen Europe
- ITALIA SOLARE
- Lithuanian solar energy association
- NHO Elektro
- ODE-Vlaanderen
- PV Austria
- RE-Source Platform
- Renewable Energy Sources of Croatia
- Renewable Hydrogen Coalition
- Renewable Power Capital
- RPIA (Romanian Photovoltaic Industry Association)
- SER - French Renewable Energy Trade Association
- Solar Heat Europe
- SolarPower Europe
- sunbird
- Svensk Solenergi
- Techlink
- The Electrical Contractors’ Association of Finland STUL
- UNEF
- Vlaamse Windenergie Associatie
- Zsfv - Slovene Photovoltaic Association
- ZVEH

**NGO, Foundation, Not-for Profit**

- Akuo Foundation
- Climate Group
- E3G - Third Generation Environmentalism
- Energy Cities
- EUREC - The Association of European Renewable Energy Research Centres
- Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems ISE
- Fundación Hope! Acción climática
- IPVF
- Italy Carbon Free aps
- Ocean Energy Europe
- POLIS Network
• POSEH
• RE100
• Solar Academy Bulgaria
• Solar Impulse Foundation
• SolarInnot e.V.
• Strategic Perspectives
• The Nature Conservancy
• TRANSPORT & ENVIRONMENT

Other
• BiomiTech France
• Carbon Saver
• FREGONI LUCA
• Gugushev & Partners Law Office
• Ilieva, Voutcheva & Co. Law Firm
• ITALAW - Studio di Avvocati
• NOI GREEN Movimento per la transizione ecologica
• Pro PV-E
• SC Sustainable Concepts
• SERGIO CATTANEO
• Start Campus
• Studio Malacalza
• Sustainable Business Hub
• UNDO
• xFigure Finance